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A Generalization to Bases Common to r Binary Matroids
of the Weighted Matrix-Tree Theorem in the Case when
the Weights are Boolean
KENNETH A. BERMAN
Let M ), M 2, •• . , M , be r bina ry matroids of the same rank on the same set S ~ {5" 52, ... , 5m } .
Associate with each element s, of S the weight X i where X i E G F(2), the field of the integers mod 2.
Set x ~ (x , X2, • • • ,xm ) . Let 9Jl denote the set of bases common to all the se matroids and consider
the pol ynomial f3(x) ~ Lb 9lI n . h X i' In thi s paper we obtain a formula for f3 (x} in the form of
the permanent of an r.dimen;i~nal array or ' r-dimensional tensor' . The weighted matri x-tree
theorem and the weighted matrix-arborescence theorem (with Boolean weights) are both speci al
cases of this result in which two matroids are involved ( r ~ 2). Employing the main formula with
r ~ 2 we show that M, and M 2 have an even number of bases in common if and only if there
exist s a subset P of S such that P can be partitioned into circuits of M, and P can be partitioned
into cocircuits of M 2 •
I . INTRODUCTION
Let M" M 2, ••• , M, be r binary matroids of the same rank on the m element set
S = {s" S2, •.. , sm}. Associate with each element s, of S the weight x, where x, is an
element of GF(2), the field of integers mod 2. Set x = (x., X 2, ... , xm ) . In this paper all
operations on the XiS will be over GF(2). Let GF2(x " X 2, ••• , xm ) denote the ring of
polynomials over GF(2) involving variables x" X 2, • •• , X m• Let n be the corank of the
matroids M" M 2 , ••• , M, and let r5k = {C~, C;, . .. , C~} be a basis for the circuit space
of the matroid Mk(k = 1,2, ... , r). In this paper we will use the term ' n'-tensor' to describe
an n'-array T=(ti,i2...i)' where i; i2 , ••• , i,E{l,2, ... , n} and t" '2...t, belongs to a Boolean
ring. With the circuit bases r5" r52, • • • , r5, we associate the n'·tensor K(x) = (ei,i2 .. . ; )
given by
Tensor K(x) is the weighted circuit intersection tensor for the circuit bases r5 ], r52 , • • • , r5, .
Similarly we define the weighted eoeireuit intersection tensor K*(x) for cocircuit bases r5 f,
r5! , .. . , r5~ . When all the weights are I (i.e. Xi = I for all i) we will drop the adjective
weighted.
We extend the notion of the permanent of a matrix to tensors as follows. Let Yn denote
the symmetric group on n symbols. The permanent of T = (t" '2' '';) or per (T) is defined by
per(T) = L n tiu2(i)... lT,(i)'
U'2.CT3•. . . •U,.Eyn i = I
(1.2)
where the summation is over all combinations of permutations 0"2, 0"3 , • . . , 0", E Y n•
Now let gJ be the set of bases common to all of the matroids M" M 2 , •• • , M ,. The
Boolean common base fun ction f3,(x) is given by
f3,(x) = L Il X,.
bE913 s.e b
(1.3)
The Boolean common eobasefunetion f3~(x) is defined analogously. In this paper we show
that for r;;;' 2
f3,(x)= per(K*(x» .
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By duality we have
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f3~(X) =per(K(x». (1.5)
A formula for f3,(x) and f3T(X) is obtained from the two matroid case with M, == M 2 •
Notice that the permanent and determinant of a matrix are the same over a Boolean
ring. The weighted matrix-tree theorem with Boolean weights is a special case of formula
(1.4) for one matroid (r = I). The weighted matrix-arborescence theorem with Boolean
weights is a special case of formula (1.4) for two matroids (r = 2). For references to the
matrix-tree and matrix-arborescence theorems see [4, 9, 2, 10].
In section 2, symmetric difference spaces and binary matroids are discussed. In section
3, some properties of the generalized permanent are derived. In section 4, a result on
intersection tensors is to proven and in section 5 the permanent formula for the common
base function f3r(x) is obtained.
In section 6, incidence matrices are discussed and an alternate determinant (permanent)
formula for f3r(x) is obtained for the two matroid case. This formula is employed in
section 7 to prove that two binary matroids M and N of the same rank on the set Shave
an even number of bases in common if and only if there exists a subset P of S such that
P can be partitioned into circuits of M and P can be partitioned into cocircuits of N
Finally, in section 8, the results of the previous sections are specialized to binary
matroids associated with graphs and digraphs and a number of new and known results
are obtained as corollaries.
2. SYMMETRIC DIFFERENCE SPACES AND BINARY MATROIDS
Let S = {Sl> S2, .•. , sm} be an m element set. The power set ~(S) of S is the set of all
subsets of S. Consider a subset V of ~(S) which is closed under the operation /:::,. of
symmetric difference. The set V together with the operation /:::,. form a vector space over
GF(2), the field of integers mod 2. (For v E V, I . v = v and O· v = 0.) Let V* be the
collection of all sets from ~(S) which have even intersection with every set from V. Then
V* is also closed under the operation of symmetric difference. Spaces V and V* are
orthogonal symmetric difference spaces. One can show that (V*)* = V.
A dendroid d of V is a minimal subset of S which has non-null intersection with every
set from V - {0}. (See [II].) A codendroid c of V is the complement of a dendroid, i.e.,
a maximal subset of S which does not contain any set from V - {0}. With every dendroid
d of the vector space V we associate a basis for V as follows. Let d = {Sil , Si2 , ••• , SiJ.
By definition d is a minimal subset of S which meets every set from V - {0}. Therefore
there is a unique set U; from V - {0} which does not intersect d - {Sik}; k = I, 2, ... , n.
(See [II].) The set UUd = {UI> U2 , ••• , Un} is a basis for V. Notice that basis UUd has the
property that each element of d is contained in exactly one set from UUd• This is a useful
property which we will exploit in section 5.
Let ,j be the collection of all subsets from S not containing any set from V - {0}.
Then the sets from collection ,j are the independent sets of a matroid M. A base is a
maximal independent set (not to be confused with a basis for a vector space). A matroid
obtained in this way from a symmetric difference space is a binary matroid. (See [12].)
Space V is the circuit space of M It is immediate that the bases of M are the codendroids
of V and the cobases of M are the dendroids of V. A binary matroid has the property
that every circuit has even intersection with every cocircuit. Moreover one can show that
the dual matroid M* of M corresponds to the orthogonal symmetric difference space
V* of V. Space V* is the cocircuit space of M Now a cobase of M is a base of M*.
Hence a dendroid of V is a codendroid of V*. The above results are summarized in the
following proposition:
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PROPOSITION 2.1. Let d be a dendroid of a symmetric difference space V of dimension
n on the set S and let c = S - d. Then
(a) d has cardinality n,
(b) c is a dendroid of v*
(c) c is a base of M
(d) d is a base of M*.
3. GENERALIZED PERMANENT
Let T=(tili2 i,) be an nr-tensor where tili2 ... i, is an element of a Boolean ring R. For
each i E {I, 2, , n} and k E {I, 2, ... , r} let T7 be the nr-I-subtensor determined by fixing
ik = i and letting the other indices vary. The subtensors T~, T~, ... , T~ are the k-jl.ats of
tensor T. Subtensor T7 is the ith k-jl.at. For example if T is an n x n matrix (r =2) then
the ith l-flat is the ith 2-flat is the ith column.
The permanent of T defined by (1.2) has the following properties:
PROPERTY I. Let P and 0 be n'<tensors such that T7°= P7°= 070 for all i,e. io and
Tko= pko+Oko Then
lO 10 10 •
per(T) = per(P) +per(O).
PROPERTY 2. If two k-jl.ats of tensor T are identical then
per(T) =0.
PROPERTY 3. Let T' be a tensor obtained from T by adding one k-jl.at to another. Then
per(T') = per(T).
Property I follows immediately from the definition of the permanent. Property 3 follows
immediate from Properties I and 2. Hence it suffices to prove Property 2.
PROOF OF PROPERTY 2. Assume the pth and qth k-flats of T are identical. Let P
be an r-tuple of the integers {1,2, ... ,n}, i.e., p=(p(l),p(2), ... ,p(r)) where
p(l), p(2), ... , p(r)E {I, 2, , n}. An n'-transoersal is a set of n r-tuples Ph P2,"" p;
such that for all j E {I, 2, , r} and all ih i2 E {I, 2, ... , n} (i,,e. i2) PiJj),e. Pi,(j). It is
immediate from the definition of the permanent that
per T = I tPI tP2 ••• tpn
(PIoP2,···.Pn)
(3.1)
where the summation is over all the nr-transversals (PI, P2,"" Pn)' With any given
nr-transversal (Ph P2,"" Pn) we associate another nr-transversal (p;, p;, ... , p~) defined
as follows: p;(j) = Pi(j) for all i,j such that Pi(k),e. p, q. This determines a pairing of the
nr-transversals. Since by assumption T; =T~ it follows that tpk = t Pk and hence
tPI tP2 ••• tpn= tp;tp~ ... tp~' Since we are working in the Boolean ring GF2(x h X2, ••• , x n )
and since we can pair the nr-transversals so that their corresponding products in the
summation in (3.1) are equal it follows that per T = O.
4. INTERSECTION TENSOR
Let .sill, .sIl2, .. . ,A be any r subsets of cardinality n from the power set fJl(S) of S,
i.e., .silk = {A~, A~, ... , A~}, where A7 is a subset of S; k = I, 2, ... , r; i = I, 2, ... , n. The
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(Boolean) weighted intersection tensor T(x) = (t i , i 2 ... ;,) of (.91" .912 , ••• , .91r ) is given by
(4.1)
THEOREM 4.1. Let VI, V2 , ••• , Vr be r symmetric difference spaces of dimension n on
the set S and suppose OUk = {u~, v: ... , u~} and 'Wk = {W~, W~, ... , W~} both form a
basis for the space Vk ; k = 1,2, ... , r. Let T ou (x) and Tw(x) be the weighted intersection
tensors for (OU" OU 2 , ••• , OUr) and ('W" 'W2 , •• • , 'Wr), respectively. Then
per(Tou(x» = per(Tw(x».
PROOF. Consider two vectors U7 and UJ, i ¥-j, from the basis OUk• Let OU~ be the
basis obtained from OUk by replacing the vector U7 with the vector U7 + UJ (where + is
the operation zx of symmetric difference). Let Tou{x) be the weighted intersection tensor
for the bases (OU" OU2 , • • • , OUk - " OU~, OUk +" ... ,OUr). Then Tou{x) is the tensor obtained
from Tou(x) by adding thejth k-flat to the ith k-flat. Therefore by Property 3 for permanents
we have per(Tou{x» = per(Tou(x». Now any basis can be obtained from any other basis
by a sequence of operations each involving the replacement of a vector with the symmetric
difference sum of that vector and another vector from the basis. Theorem 4.1 follows.
We define the permanent of the weighted basis intersection tensor of (VI, V2, ••• , Vr ) as
per Tou(x) where OU is any family of bases and denote it by per T(x). This definition is
consistent by Theorem 4.1.
5. PERMANENT FORMULA FOR COMMON BASES
In this section we prove the following main theorem relating the Boolean common
base and cobase functions to the weighted cocircuit and circuit intersection tensors.
THEOREM 5.1'. Let M I , M2>"" M r be r binary matroids of the same rank on the set S.
Then the Boolean common base function f3r(x) equals the permanent of the weighted basis
intersection tensor K*(x) of (Vr, VI, ... , V~) where VI is the cocircuit space of the matroid
Mk(k = I, 2, ... , r), i.e.,
f3r(x) = per(K*(x».
By Proposition 2.1 this theorem is equivalent to the following theorem for symmetric
difference spaces. The Boolean common dendroid function l1r(X) for r symmetric difference
spaces V" V2 , ••• , Vr of dimension n on the set S is given by
l1r(X) = I Il Xi,
d s.e d
where the summation is over all the dendroids d common to VI, V2 , ••• , V"
(5.1)
THEOREM 5.1. Let VI, V2, ••• , Vr be r symmetric difference spaces of dimension n on
the set S. Then the Boolean common dendroid function l1r(x) equals the permanent of the
weighted basis intersection tensor T(x), that is
l1r(X) = per(T(x».
PROOF. To show that per(T(x» and l1r(x) are equal it is sufficient to show that they
have the same terms. Let OU = {OU" OU2 , ••• , OUn} where OUk is a basis for the space Vk
(k = I, 2, ... , n). A term of perff(x) must be in the form Xi,Xi2 ' " Xi" since a term of
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per(T(x)) is a term of some
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n
n t i" 2( i ) ..." ,(i )
i = 1
and
with
It is possible for some of the indices i l> i2, • . . , in to be equal. We will see later that
this cannot be the case. Now the multi-set {Si" Si2 , " " sd contains an element from
each of U: 11 U~2(i ) 11 ••. n U:,(i) (i = I, 2, . . . , n) and hence contains an element
from each of U~ for all k E {I, 2,. ", r} and all i E {I, 2, ... , n}. This being true for every
family of bases OU, and each element of Vk - {0} being in some basis of Vk , the multi-set
{Si" Si2 , ••• , sd contains an element of each element of Vk - { 0}, (k = I, 2, ... , r). Hence
it contains the n elements of a dendroid of Vk • It follows that i. , i2 , • • • , in are di stinct
and d = {SI>' . . , sd is a dendroid of Vk(k = 1,2, .. . , r), i.e., Xi" Xi2 ' " X i" is a term of TJ,(x).
Now suppose X i,Xi2 • • • Xi" is a term of TJ,(x). Then d = {Si" Si2 , ••• , sd is a dendroid of
Vk ; k = 1,2, , r. Let ouf ={U~ , U~, . .. , U~} be the basis for Vk associated with dendroid
d ; k = I, 2, , r. (See Section 2.) Let Td(X) be the weighted intersection tensor for bases
(OUf, OU ~ , , OU ~ ). The weight Xij occurs only in the entry (j,j, ,j) of the tensor Td(x)
since S ij occurs only in the set UJ from basis ou f ; k = I, 2, , r. Hence the product
Xi,Xi2 ' •• Xi" is a term of per(Td(X)) and thus a term of per(T(x)).
This completes the proof of Theorem 5.I'.
By duality we have the following result.
COROLLARY. Let MI> M 2 , •• • , M, be r binary matroids of the same rank on the same
set S. Then the Boolean common cobasefunction f3~(x) equals the permanent of the weighted
basis intersection tensor K(x) of (VI> V2 , • • • , V,) where Vk is the circuit space of the matroid
M k (k = I, 2, ... , r) , i.e.,
f3~(x) = per(K(x)).
6. INCIDENCE MATRIC ES AND ALTERNATE FORMULA
Let d = {A I> A 2, • • • , An} ben any subset of the power set ~(S) of S = {S l> S2, •.. , sm}.
The incidence matrix of d is the n x m matrix A = (a ij) given by
a.. = {I,
I) 0,
SjE Ai,
sjeAi•
(6.1)
PROPOSITION 6.1. Let d = {AI, A 2 , ••• , An} and £YJ = {B), B2 , ••• , Bn} be any two sub-
sets of cardinality n from the power set ~(S). Let A and B be the incidence matrices of d
and £YJ, respectively, and let R(x) be the weighted intersection matrix of (d, £YJ) . If X is the
diagonal matrix, diagtx., X2, . . . ,xm ) then
R(x) = AXBT
(where M' denotes the transpose of a matrix M ).
Proposition 6. I is immediate.
Let M be a binary matroid of corank n on the set S = {s), S2 , •• • , sm} and suppose 't6
is a set of n circuits which form a basis for the circuit space of M. Then the incidence
matrix C of 't6 is a circuit incidence matrix. Similary we define a cocircuit incidence
matrix C*.
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THEOREM 6.2. Let M and N be two binary matroids of the same rank on the set S. Let
CM, ct, CN, C;t, be circuit and cocircuit incidence matricesfor M and N Iff32(x) and f3!(x)
are the Boolean common base and common cobase functions of M and N then
(a)
(b)
f32(X) = det(CtXC;t,'),
f3!(x) = det(CMXC~).
Theorem 6.2 follows from Theorem 5.1, Proposition 6.1 and the fact that the determinant
and permanent are the same over a Boolean ring.
We now give an alternate determinant formula for the Boolean common base and
cobase functions.
THEOREM 6.3. Let M and N be two binary matroids of the same rank on the m element
set S = {s., S2, ... , sm}. Let CM, ct, CN, c;t, be circuit and cocircuit incidence matrices for
M and N and let X be the diagonal matrix diagix., X2, ... , xm). If f32(X) and f3!(x) are the
Boolean common base and common cobase functions ofM and N then
(a)
(b)
By Theorem 6.2
(C*X)f32(X) = det - C~ - ,
f32(X)f3!(y) = det(CtXC;t,') det(CMYC~)
= det(~~~.Y~_k+_Ck~~)
CNYC:W- I 0
= de{ 0Cc~~) (YC:W- : C;t,')]
= det(~c~~) det(~£l-)
Theorem 6.3 now follows from the fact that there is unique factorization in the Boolean
ring GFix, y) and the only unit in the ring is 1.
7. PARITY THEOREM
THEOREM 7.1. Let M and N be two binary matroids of the same rank on the set S.
Then the number f3 of bases common to M and N is even if and only if there exists a subset
P ofS such that P can be partitioned into circuits ofM, and P can be partitioned cocircuits
ofN
By Theorem 6.3, f3 is even (iff f3* is even) iff
det(-c-"'!..) = 0C;t, .
But this is the case iff some linear combination P of the circuits of M equals some linear
combination of the cocircuits of N. Now P is the symmetric difference sum of circuits
(cocircuits) iff P can be partitioned into circuits (cocircuits). This proves Theorem 7.1.
We have the following equivalent theorem for symmetric difference spaces.
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THEOREM 7.1. Let Vand W be two symmetric difference spaces of the same dimension
on the set S. Then the number TJ of dendroids common to V and W is even iff the space V
and the orthogonal space w* of Ware not disjoint.
8. GRAPHS AND DIGRAPHS
Let G be a connected graph with edge set E = {eh e2, •.• , em} and vertex V = {VI.
V2, ... , vn } . A cycle z is a set of edges containing an even number of edges from each
vertex. A cut or cocycle c is the set of edges joining two sets of vertices which bipartition
V. The set of cycles and cocycles are both closed under the operation of symmetric
difference. Let Z denote the cycle space and C the cocycle space. Let OJ be the set of
edges of G incident with vertex Vj and let .1j = {ojlvj E v, vj ¥- v;}. Then .1j is a basis for
the cocycle space. The cycle space Z and the cocycle space C are orthogonal spaces,
i.e., C = Z*.
The spanning trees of G are the dendroids of the cocycle space. For some orientation
(J of the edges of G the incidence matrix of G is the n x m matrix B = (bi;) given by
ej directed into Vj,
ej directed out of Vi,
otherwise.
(8.1)
Associate the weight x, with each edge e, of G where Xi is an element of a ring R (not
necessarily Boolean) and let
r(x)=I Il x, (8.2)
where the summation is over all the spanning trees t of G. Let B, be the matrix obtained
from B by deleting the ith row and let X be the diagonal matrix diagrx., X2, •.. , xm ) . We
now state the weighted matrix-tree theorem. (See [4, 9].)
THEOREM (W.M.T.) rex) = det(BjXB;).
Notice that the rows of Bi(mod 2) correspond to the sets of .1i. Thus the weighted
matrix-tree theorem with Boolean weights is a special case of Theorem 6.2 when the
spaces involved are both the cocycle space of G.
The following theorem is a corollary of Theorem 7.1.
THEOREM 8.1. Let G and H be two connected graphs on n vertices and m edges and
suppose cp is a bijection from the edges of G onto the edges of H. Then there exists a cycle
of G whose image under cp is a cocycle of H if and only if the number of spanning trees of
G which are mapped onto spanning trees of H is even.
To see how Theorem 8.1 follows from Theorem 7.1' label the edges of G and H with
the same set: S = {SI. S2, •.• , sm} such that corresponsing edges in G and H have the
same label. Now take the spaces V and W of Theorem 7.1' to be the cocycle spaces of
G and H, respectively.
COROLLARY 8.1(a). Let G and H be any connected Eulerian and any connected bipartite
graph of the same size and order and suppose cp is any bijection from the edges of G
onto the edges of H. Then cp maps an even number of spanning trees of G onto spanning
trees of H.
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Simply observe that the edges of G form a cycle and the edges of H form a cocycle.
A bicycle is a cycle which is also a cocycle. The next corollary is a result discovered
independently by W. K. Chen ([3]) and H. Shank ([8]). Also see [6] and [7].
COROLLARY 8.1(b) (Chen and Shank). A graph G has a bicycle iff the number of
spanning trees of G is even.
Now orient the edges of G. An arborescence out of (into) vertex v of G is a spanning
tree such that there is a directed path in the tree from v to every other vertex of G (from
every other vertex to v). An ingraph q of G is a subgraph consisting of all the edges with
terminal end in some subset W of the vertices. If W does not contain the vertex v then
q is a v-ingraph. An outgraph and u-outgraph are defined analogously. (See [1].) The set
of v-ingraphs is closed under the operation of symmetric difference. Let Qv denote the
v-ingraph space. Let ao be an arborescence out of v. Since exactly one edge of ao is
directed into every vertex but v, arborescence ao is a dendroid of the v-ingraph space Qv.
Since ao is a spanning tree it is a dendroid of the cocycle space C as well. This is
summarized in the following proposition.
PROPOSITION 8.2. For v a vertex of G the arborescences out of v are the common
dendroids of the cocycle and v-ingraph spaces of G.
Let B+= (b t) be the n x m matrix given by
b~={l,
IJ 0,
ej direction into Vi,
otherwise. (&.3)
Let B, and B~ be the matrices obtained from matrix B (incidence matrix of G) and matrix
B+ by deleting the ith row. Let
(8.4)
ao ejEQO
where the summation is over all the arborescences ao out of vertex Vi' We now state the
weighted matrix-arborescence theorem (also known as the Bott-Mayberry Theorem). For
references to this theorem see [2, 4, 10].
THEOREM (W.M.A.). ai(x) = det(B~XBD.
Notice that the rows of B, (mod 2) form a basis for the cocycle space of G and the
rows of B~ (mod 2) form a basis for the v-ingraph space. Thus the weighted matrix-
arborescence theorem with Boolean weights is a special case of Theorem 6.2 when the
spaces involved are the cocycle of v-ingraph spaces of G.
The following theorem given in [1] is a special case of Theorem 7.1' when the two
spaces involved are the cycle and v-ingraph spaces of G.
THEOREM 8.3. Let G be a digraph and suppose v is any vertex of G. Then the number
of arborescences out of v is even if and only if there exists a v-ingraph which is a cycle.
A u-v Hamiltonian dipath in G is a directed path from vertex u to vertex v which
passes through every vertex of G.
PROPOSITION 8.4. Let u and v be any two vertices of G. Then the u-v Hamiltonian
dipaths are the common dendroids of the cocycle, u-ingraph and v-outgraph spaces of G.
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Observe that a u-v Hamiltonian dipath is simultaneously an arborescence out of u
and an arborescence into v.
By Theorem 5.1, the parity of the number of u-v Hamiltonian dipaths is given by the
permanent of the intersection tensor of the cocycle, u-ingraph and v-outgraph spaces of
G. Thus the problem of determining the permanent of an n 3 -tensor whose entries belong
to GF(2), the field on integers mod 2, is at least as difficult as the problem of determining
the parity of the number of u-v Hamiltonian dipaths in a digraph which in turn is at
least as difficult as the problem of determining the parity of the number of Hamiltonian
circuits in an undirected graph. We propose the following conjecture:
CONJECTURE. The problem of determining the parity of the number of Hamiltonian
circuits in a graph G is NP-complete (i.e., of the same order of complexity as the problem
of determining the existence of a Hamiltonian circuit).
For a discussion on NP-complete problems see [5].
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